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Trim the selvage off of all fabrics.  Cut each fabric piece into (8) 5-1/4” strips following the first 
diagram below.  For the baby size quilt, cut each fat quarter into (4) 5-1/4” strips following the 
second diagram below.

Cutting Diagram:
Throw, Twin, Double, 
Queen and King 

Cutting Diagram:
Baby

Randomly sew all of the strips together, short end to short end, into one very long strip.  
Be careful to sew all directional fabric so they are going the same direction.  

Step:  2

Use a 1/4” seam 
allowance throughout.

Quilt Size Finished Dimensions Fabric Amount

Baby 38” x 50” (6) Fat Quarters

Throw 66” x 58” (6) 1/2 yard cuts

Twin 57” x 83” (5) 3/4 yard cuts

Double 71” x 90” (5) 1 yard cuts

Queen 80” x 96” (6) 1 yard cuts

King 99” x 98” (6) 1-1/4 yard cuts
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Quilt Size Cut Strip Length Number of Strips in Quilt

Baby 50” 8

Throw 58” 14

Twin 83” 12

Double 90” 15

Queen 96” 17

King 98” 21

Refer to the chart below and cut the long strip from Step 2 into the length and quantity listed for 
the size of quilt you are making.  For example, if you are making a throw size quilt, cut the long 
strip into 14 strips that are each 58” long.

Step:  3

Step:  4
Sew the long edges of the strips from Step 3 together to 
form the quilt.  Choose the pieces randomly and try not to 
overthink the layout!  Baste, quilt and bind as desired.

Visit us online for more great patterns 
and project inspiration!

moderntextiles.net

Remember to share your finished 
projects with us!  

Tag us on Facebook & Instagram and 
use #mtsew.


